
WISP and Alan Dressler -- Rulemaker
     Rulebreaker

or

Thank You Alan for leading our Exodus to Zion

Matt Malkan,

     And your grateful collaborators 
     on WISP*

*WFC3 Infrared Spectroscopic Parallels



Follow Me, on to ZION, my children.      --Don’t take the I-15!

When Alan Dressler talks, Astronomers Listen!

Alan Dressler:

Stuck in Vegas



His work with Dupont 20-inch plates was a virtuoso      … SOLO …      Tour De Force 



As with the L.A. Philharmonic,

Continuing the musical performance analogy,



                     But since W.I.S.P. has only a quarter of the people and resources,

Alan has orchestrated many large collaborations.



WISP is more like a string quartet

WISPERs team mtg: MM,AD,Atek,Bagley,Bedredgal,Bunker,Colbert,Dai,Henry,
Dominguez,Masters,McCarthy,Mehta,Rafelski,Ross,Rutkowski,Scarlata,Siana,Teplitz,
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Summary and Prospects

• My thesis aimed to address the question of how the star-formation
history evolved

• Using two techniques, in three different surveys, I probed the past 10
Gyr with 13 independent measurements

• SFR density measurements at z>1 are inconsistent with most
theoretical predictions.

• Outstanding problems resulting in a scatter of 0.3 dex, etc.:
• Better constraints on dust. How does it evolve for future high-z

studies. NIR spectroscopy + Herschel. Different groups adopt
different means to correct for extinction.

• The steepness of the faint end slope. More difficult at high-z.
• How reliable are SFR indicators?

• WISPS (PI: Malkan), the NewHα survey and other observational
campaigns will hope to address some of these issues

This screen capture of a small piece of one grism frame doesn’t do it justice,
But there are emission lines    All Over the Place

Zeroth order images

Each grism/field must be searched by (2) astronomers, who are calibrated
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Combination
of two
(overlapping)
Grisms
gives wide
continuous
spectral
coverage
(0.8--1.7um)

Excellent focus
(~2 pixels)
means that we
resolve
[OIII]5007/4959
doublet
 in compact
galaxies

Atek et al. 2010



WISP
WFC3 Infrared Parallel Survey

Extraordinary depth

Mehta et al., in prep

single line
mul=ple lines

       To date:
  > 8000 galaxies with emission lines up to ~2.5
  ~ 3000 mul=ple line emiIers

0.1L*

1L*

RedshiK 0.4<z<~2.5 
down to con=nuum magnitudes of >26



Faint-end slopes ~ -1.6 to -1.7 -->Even going down to 0.1 Msun/yr,
integrated star formation rate is only SLOOOWLY Converging 

--->

Colbert et al. 2013



WISP measures ‘gold standard’
SFRs. Additional multiband
photometry (including UVIS and
IRAC) gives stellar masses

Lower right is always missed
due to selection.
WISP fills in upper left!

       Correlation of Blue Luminosity with Red Luminosity.
                  (Young stars with old stars)
Can we all agree to STOP CALLING IT THE
“Star Formation Main Sequence”?! 



Strong emission-line galaxies are undergoing ~5X recent starburst

<--I’m ready to be in your picture,
Mr. DeMille

Atek et al. 2014, using
Pacifici model fits
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It’s All About Line Ratios

Having >2 times wavelength range of
continuous spectral coverage gives
WISP a Full range of optical
diagnostics, from [OII], [NeIII], Hβ, [OIII],
Hα, [SII], [SIII], He I--> Line Ratios

           …All ‘For Free’

Ubiquitous and well-understood
Rest-frame optical emission line
Diagnostics,

Atek et al 2010
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• More luminous/ massive galaxies
have weaker H and [OIII]

Balmer decrements
give reddenings
which are on
average small,
except for massive
galaxies.
Don’t worry: small
[NII] contamination

Dominguez, et al 2012Hα/Hβ
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Balmer Decrements in S.D.F.*: Gold Standard for Av<2

• Higher spectral resolution
confirms:

In most numerous (sub-
Lstar) galaxies, extinction
at H is much less than
the ‘canonical’ 1
magnitude (Kennicutt,
local spirals)               ---->

Ly et al 2012

*Subaru Deep Field,
Only other study with
~10,000 emission-line galaxies
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Can we salvage SFRs at higher redshifts from
The far more accessible [OII]3727 line?

• Probably Yes,
but it is more
sensitive to dust
extinction, so caution
is needed with
Reddening corrections

Ly et al 2012



WISP
WFC3 Infrared Parallel Survey

Mass‐metallicity rela>on at z~1.8
Henry et al. 2013

• high‐z MZ rela=on is steep at low
masses. Possibly steeper than z=0.

• Evolu=on ~0.3 dex (factor of 2 in
10 Gyr).

• Comparison with models indicate
that energy driven winds are
preferred at high redshiK

All metallici=es reported to the same calibrator of R23
(Kobulnicky & Kewley 2004)



Ly et al. 2014, S.D.F. emission-line galaxies, mostly DEIMOS

Testing the ‘strong line’ metallicity indicators:

            Detect [OIII]4363, to use “Direct” Te method



Too few galaxies to generalize?
Sample is now increased to >50:  Ly et al. 2014b

Result: [O/H] truly is low at low masses, 
many dwarfs fall below “Fundamental M/Z/SFR Plane”
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20 Years Into “The [OIII] Problem” at z>0
Unlike local starbursts, our strong-line galaxies cannot be readily

classified in BPT diagram, since their [OIII]/Hβ is ‘too strong’ for
their given [NII]/Hα

SDF:Chun et al 2012Henry et al 2010



<Sigma> ~ 70 km/sec                                Masters, et al. 2013 

FIRE Resolves all the lines



Proposed Solutions(?) to the [OIII] Problem:

1.   Lower Metallicity (No-problem is at fixed [O/H]
2.   Higher Ionization Parameter (No-kills [NII]
3.   Higher Density (No-contradicts [SII] ratios)
4.   AGN Component (No-supporting evidence for Sy, shocks)
5.  Harder Ionizing Spectrum (No-other lines ‘normal’)
6. “Enhanced” N/O ratio? Could it be the [NII]/Ha is ‘too high’?



Masters et al 2013

Build-up of ‘secondary’ nucleosynthesis product
 Nitrogen, relative to ‘primary’ Oxygen
 might have been more rapid at earlier cosmic times

WISP                     Locals



Atek et al 2014, and others…

The local MEx diagram for separating AGN
Needs, at the least, revision at higher redshifts.



WISP
WFC3 Infrared Parallel Survey

Among the ‘brighter’ WISP galaxies, MANY have Iden=fiable absorp'on line spectra, especially
the HK/Balmer break, so our survey does not miss the massive ‘red/dead’ popula=on. And
since our spectra are SO sensi=ve to ANY ongoing star forma=on, we know they are REALLY
quenched. We can obtain ages from spectral fiing of their 4000Ang (or 3800Ang) breaks

Passive Galaxies

H=22.8

29hr Gemini
z=2.186
Kriek+2010

A factor of two fainter than from
8m class telescopes!

Bedregal et al 2012



WISP
WFC3 Infrared Parallel Survey Passive GalaxiesBedregal et al 2013

Large spread in the u‐r
colors of quenched galaxies
at z=1.5

 popula=on of massive,
quenched galaxies with
rela=vely blue colors (32%),
but that are not forming
stars

 whether or not the galaxy
is on the red sequence does
not depend on mass  mass
cannot be the only
responsible for quenching
even at these high masses!
(c.f.r. Pen et al. 2010)

Quenched galaxies SSFR<0.01 Gyr‐1

Quenched
on the red
sequence

Quenched
outside the
red
sequence
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Large Equivalent Widths -->
        Huge Specific Star Formation Rate (mass-normalized)

Lines are strong enough to significantly contaminate Broadband magnitudes

Atek et al 2010
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campaigns will hope to address some of these issues

SEDs uncorrected for EM lines (black) will:
overestimate stellar mass, sometimes by factors of several, and
also mess up other params (eg age),
and produce FAKE DROPOUTS (many/all of them)

In many cases, 
emission line 
corrections 
may limit the 
accuracy of
SED fitting 
and photo-z



Are the strong emission-line galaxies found by WISP
And SDF also Lyman-α Emitters?

• Keck/LRIS spectra of two WISP galaxies with equally strong
[O III] emission lines in the near-IR:

LAE’s are an interesting sub-set of the galaxies WISP is
studying



WISP
WFC3 Infrared Parallel Survey z~7 evolu>on of LAEsBagley et al, in prep

We have iden=fied LAEs
candidates at z~6.89, and 7.5 in
our 10 deepest fields.

More fields are being observed
as part of our C21 program.



WISP
WFC3 Infrared Parallel Survey Pathfinder for EuclidMehta et al, in prep

The sample of WISP galaxies is
large enough that we can derive
the [OIII]/Hα bivariate line
func=on (in the z range where
both are detected).

We can use it, together with the
z>1.6 [OIII] LF, to es=mate the
number of expected Hα emiIers
at z>1.6



Thanks Alan, for all the great science, 
and

                           all the Fun!


